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Indelicato recommends slash

in withdrawal period
Comment Poll shows students oppose move
By
John J. Beaton
In a recent memo to the AllCo ll e ge Committee (ACC),
President Gerard Indelicato
recommended that the period
allowed for a student to withdraw from a semester course be
reduced from ten weeks to five
weeks.
Chairman of the All-College
Committee, Dr. Charles Angell,
has referred the matter to the
Academic Policies Committee, a
sub-committee of the ACC. Acad~mic Policies· will review the
matter and make a recommendation to the ACC.
When asked if he expected the
proposal to run up against any
problems, ·Ang~ll said, "I have
no idea ... I honestly don't
know ... l think it is a eneral

faculty agreement that the withdrawal period should be shortep.ed; whether the final
recommendation is five weeks or
not, I don't know. n
Executive Vice President
Edward Meaney, speaking on
behalf of the President, said, "I
think that he's reflecting a sense
of the faculty that ten weeks is
too long. A student can attend
more than half of the course and
still be allowed to withdraw; the
President thought it would be
appropriate to shorten the time
period."
"As far as predicting problems, that's hard to tell,'' Meaney
stated. "The President has met
with several groups from the
academic community and it is on
that information that he has
made his recommendation. ·He.

the pros and cons of this issue."
Acting Student Government
Association (S.G.A.) President
and Vice Chairperson of the AllCollege Committee, Ms. Margaret Hayes, wasn't informed of
this proposal. ' 41 can't say too
much, especially since I don't
know Dr. Indelicato's reasons
for doing this. The S.G.A. -the
official representative of the student body - has not received
any official notification. Until I
hear both sides of the issue, I
can't comment; however, I
would strongly recommend that
any concerned students speak to
their student reps on the Academic Policy Committee:·

***

random survey of 50 students
and asked them to respond to
four questions regarding the
withdrawal policy.
When asked how often they
have withdrawn from a course
after five weeks, 4% said more
than five times; 12% said three to
five times; 50% one to three
times; and 32% said that they
had never withdrawn from a
course - 2% had no comment.
84% said that they felt five
weeks is too short; 14% didn't
think so - 2% had no comment.
When asked if they felt that,
under the current system, students wait too long to withdraw
.from a course and thus, end up
failing, 46% said yes; 50% said
no - 4% had no comment.
Those students who thought
that five weeks was too

DeSilva wins recount;
SGA election Called invalid
As this issue goes to press, the
BSC Student Government Association finds itself lacking a president. SGA Elections Director
Dean Toppi, acting on discrepancies found in the balloting
during last Friday's recount, has
filed suit in the Student Court to
have the. election declared
invalid.
Following the counting of the
ballots of last week's election,
which showed candidate Dan
Darcy to have won, 368 votes to
363, candidate ·Dilip Desilva
requested the· recount. During
that recount, "not only ·Was
DeSilva found .to have won by
approximately a 20 vote margin,
but it was also found that
number of ballots counted
exceeded the number of people
who signed up to vote by seven
percent. This was two percent
over the allowable margin for
error.
According .to Toppi,"ln the
constitution, it says that only an
error of five percent is allowable.
I brought the suit to have the
election declared invalid. The
whole. thing has gone on long
enough."

Early last semester a girl
in Pope Hall awoke to find
an intruder crouched beside
·her bed, watching·her as she
slept. When the girl
screamed the intruder
darted along the ground
floor and exited out a back
door marked "Door Is
Alarmed, Emergency Exit.''
The door was an emergency
exit, but was not alarmed.
The girl, who asked to
remain anonymous, and her
roommates approached
President Indelicato about
the false sen$e of security at
Pope Hall. They were
informed by the President
that there was in fact no
alarm system at their dorm;
however, he assured them
that attempts would be
made to purchase one.
Since that time no alarms
have been purchased and the
signs remain posted in both
Pope and. Scott Halls. Ms.
Maureen Fitzgerald, Director of Housing, ·Office of
Student Services, said, "The
signs were there for orientation {over the summer) so

The two presidential candidates had differing views on this
latest development.· Darcy wants
to be rid of tt.e situation altogether; he say!I he will withdraw
from any further elections.
"I won't run," said Darcy. "I.
figure it was a fair election. Dilip
got the most votes and 1be should
be president."
DeSilva, however is upset at
the latest developments. "I think
that there should not be another
election. I think they (the SGA)
created it."

During the election, one of
DeSilva's main platforms was
that the SGA wanted to elect
only from within.
''Any student who pays the
SGA. fee," he said ."should be
able to run, not just the people
already up there. I have to ask,
'Why don't they want to accept
me? Is something wrong going
on up there?' "
As to the discrepancies, the
candidates again disagreed.
Desilva felt ••the people who
• Cont. p. 2
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False sense of
security at Pope
and Scott Halls
By
John J. Beaton

Dan Darcy

1
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By
Bill Bilodeau

Dilip DeSilva

fessors, and, not enough time to
decide if they liked the course, as
reasons for their disapproval.
When asked their recommendations to the All-College
Committee, most students answered, "Leave it alone." Others·
felt that if a compromise is necessary, seven weeks would be a
reasonable time to withdraw.
The only additional com_ments received, suggested that a
"W" should not appear on the
student's transcript because it
does not record the student's rea.sons for withdrawing.

-

•
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the kids wouldn't use the
side and back doors as an
exit." When asked why the
signs remained up, she replied, "The head resident or
the house mothers should
have taken them down that's not my job. n
As far as ordering an
alarm for Pope, Fitzgerald
responded, "We're looking
into· a system and how to
shut it off easily... how they
work and how they're wired
is a problem." When asked
why a system similar to that
in Wood Hall couldn't be
adopted, she replied, "The
house mother in Wood lives
there year-round and the
'kill switch' to the alarm is
located in her room, making
it easiertoshutoff. Wedon't
have someone around on a
full-time basis ·at Pope to
is
shut off an alarm if
sounded."
Mrs. Gra~e Jackson,
h'ouse mother at Pope. Hall,
feels that an .alarm would
solve many security prolr
lems. "I think that an alarm,
combined with an effective
system for enforcing
unauthorized entries and

it
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"The Goo d,
the Bad,
the Ugly "
Lomb ardi visits
Wood ward Hall
By
Christine Howard

day, you will have inhaled one
million chemicals by the end of
the year," he said,
He then went on to talk about
nutrition and food. Lombardi
recommended eating carbohydrates, and little red meat. "You
should substitute with fish,
chicken, and vegetables, which·
are low in fatty cholesterol."
He also stressed that college
students should exercise more
often. "People should walk
instead of taking the bus; use
stairs instead of the elevator."
He also tall~ed about self
esteem. He emphasized that peopie should demand respect and
. not let others treat you badly.
"People should be in control o(

"The Good, the Bad, the
Ugly" has been Al Lombardi's
Shower stall,~-first floor Scott Hall
topic of conversation in the
dorms on o1campus for the last
semester. Monday, February
21st, Lombardi visited Wood
Hall, where he gave his talk to a
group of approximately 50
women. He described his talk as
a buzz session; which means
"you'll be buzzing and talking
when you leave." The main purBy
eyes
and
God
knows
how
many
pose
of his talk was to familiarize
some information. "Mr. CumJohn J. Beaton
mings said that it would be electrical hazards there are with the audience with a variety of
replastered over spring break;" the exposed lightbulb . ., Fresh- topics so he could narrow down
Early last semester, Mrs. Eli- Fitzgerald said, "the man who man Brian Johnston, also a first what most interested them, and
zabeth Hess, house mother at did all our plastering died o~er floor resident, commented that he could focus on this in future
Scott HalL filled out a mainte- Christmas break, therefore we "Breathing that stuff ipJ()~J!QJJ.t.~·~~~~~,,;,.,,.,,, .· w. ~".f'·-·~~00111.
1.1•H11~.t4;i~ml~1r.111t-dii!1lillii1~1.i11~
nance request to have the condi- weren't able to d0 all the neces- lungs isn't healthy, not to m-en- .
e covere a spectr~Y? of ~ub- piece of fur?1ture," he said.
·
h . . t
that it 1s alright
tions of the bathrooms at Scott sary repairs."
Lombardi also talked about
tl.on the plas ter m
your air JUS Jects. .He stressed
.
.
_L
after
you
washed
it.,,,
,to
dnnk.
m
~oderat1qn.
upgraded. In· particular, the
Howthe phenomenon he called the.
Also, ab.ove .one. of the show-ever, "there is .no need to get "Mrs. Degree", which is the idea
plaster ceilings above the show- ers is an exposed light bulb which
Hess stressed that Scott Hall, drunk, because," according to some women have, when they
ers on the first and second floors poses a potential electrical
were falling in large chunks.
hazard. Bridgewater Fireman built in 1960, is getting older and ~o:m\l~rdi,: ')?.11, _just. · !00 k are g~ling to just come to colleg~
"I did file maintenance reports Jack Dowd·saw the situation as a .that more work has to be done in. stupjd.~' .He also mentioned to find a husband. He said that it
on the showers,•• Hess said, "and possible threat. "Potentially this order to keep up with the daily stress and depression. "They are is fine if you met someone that
normal feelings, especially for you want to marry while in·
nothing has been done. They is a hazardous situation if the maintenance.
college students. The best way to school, but you should still get
(maintenance) said they would wires are not grounded properly.
deal
with feeling," he continued, your degree so that you have
get it fixed over Christmas The fixture itself will eventually
Fitzgerald told The Comment'
"is
to
do something to make you something to fall back on if the
break, but it wasn't."
deteriorate."
that major renovations were to
feel
better;
don't spend time with relationship doesn't work out.
Ms. Maureen Fitzgerald,
Junior Paul Roy, a first floor begin on Scott Hall on May 22,
another
depressing
person, but
Al Lombardi has been giving
Director of Housing, said she resident of Scott Hall, wasn't with handicapped access a major
get
with
someone
who
makes his "The Good, the Bad, the
wasn't aware of the problem; happy with the bathroom condi- priority. The project is expected
however' -.after consulting .with ticms. "I think it's a potential to be finished by September you feel good. Also, do not Ugly" talks at all the dorms on
Mr. James Cumming$, Director health hazard - plaster falls when the building reopens for drink," he explained, "because campus. His talk at Wood Hall·
alcohol is a depressant." Lorn- marked the end of his series as
of Facilities; she did p·rocure from the ceiling and into you~ the fall semester.
. bardi also covered the dangers of well as his stay at BSC. Mr.L~m
rugs and . smoking. He bardi is currently going to work
informed the listeners that there on a drug awareness program in
are 350 chemicals in one high schools that use college stu.
.
cigarette. "If you sm9ke a pack a derits as , ole models.
(Staff photo by Michael R. Abusheery}

Sco tt Hall bath room s
pote ntlal heal th haza rd
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SGA elections
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counted the ballots the first time
should be brought up in the Stu-:
dent Court. I think if I did not
ask for a recount, then· the-election would have ·to be. invalid.
.
Darcy, on the other hand, was-,
again less upset about._ tbe
situation.
"People on. both sides did
things that were wrong," commented Darcy."By right, they
have to do this (file the suit), it's.
in the constitution. But I feel
Dilip won anyway."
Although Darcy plans on
withdrawing totally from any
fturther elections, that choice
may not be his to make. "Dan's
namt must remain on the ballot.
It has to be exactly the same ballot as before," said Toppi.
Darcy is opposed to this. stating ''.I don't want mv name on it..
H

The longer my name's on the bal- mended for it."
lot,· the moi.:e it'll be dragged • : . With Darcy's attempted. withdown. Ive had so man.y people drawal from the race, the whole
criticizing me in this election for issue might have been· easily
things that I didn't do, criticizing resolved. But the question still
me personally."
remains as to what is. going to
Desilva feels much the same happen with the viceway about the roughness of the presidential and -attorney gendection. "Somehow, during the eral race, which appeared on the
election," he. said, "I became an same ballot. According to
Iranian. I'm a Sri Lankan, not an. Toppi, ''if the election's· invalid,.
Iranian. 0
then the whole thing's invalid ...
Both candidates hold the According to the constitution, ·
other in the highest regard. "Dan acting president Peggy Hayes
told me that he feels that I won could appoint people to those
the election. He's a very nice guy. positions after March I, in which
I never felt that Dan himself was· case any forthcoming ballot
doing anything wrong," ·said would contain only the presidenDeSilva.
tial race.
Concerning DeSilva, Darcy
The matter will be considered
stated that he plans to "help him in Student Court on Monday,
out 100 percent. He did an excel- March 2, at 3:00 p.m.
lent job and should be com-

· end n Any Black & White or
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and Have it Enlarged intb a
Giant BlaGk & White or Full Coto·r.Poster.
Comes in Mailing Tube-· No Creasing.
Put-Your Name and Adtlress on Back
of.Orhtlnal for.Safe Retum
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Com men t poll results
Question No. 2

Question No. 1

Question No. 3
No Comment~ 4'Mt

YES 84%

No Comment 2%

NO 50%

l

YES 46%

No Comment 2':b

1. How often have you withdrawn from a course after five weeks?

A) more than five times

2. Do you feel that five weeks is too short?

3. Do you feel that, under the current system, students wait too
lone to wlthd raw from a course and thus. end uo falllna?

· B) 3 to 5 times
C} 1 to 3 times
. D) never

ASH WED NESD AY

.Dance mino r
accep ted

March 4, 1987

Mass and dist rlbutlon of ashes
On December 18th, President Indelicato accepted a

•••11D1a1n11c_.e_m_.i~n!lio•rlila•slilalli1j~o11in•t~p1111r•o-._.~~:~r~re
Speech Communication,
Theatre Arts and Comiminication Disorders; and·
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation. This impor-·
tant step reaffirms the President's committment to
making Briclgewater State
College a strong liberal arts
institution. It also goe$ a
great way to provide students with a viable background in the arts.
A Dance minor shows
that Bridgewater has a committment to the arts and to
the cultural enrichment of
the college community ·and
surrounding' area. It especially means that those students already active in the
danc~ program will have a
tangible reward for their
efforts.
This minor is: the perfect

12:00 - 4:00 -

accompaniment to majors in
the arts such as music, theaand visual

ar~s~ E~E~;' iiiiiiiiiiijiiiijj;ijiifjfilii!i;;:i;;;;;~;;;:;;;;;:;::i~~~~ft~~-,_-·"i·

. and will :enhatice the work.in
the major. But a dance
minor is also a natural
accompaniment to educa-,
tional areas such as physical·
education, early childhood
education and elementary
education, as dance is a useful. vehicle for learning.
Exercise science majors can
use a dance minor to
enhance versatility in the
aerobics field.
,
·I,,

The minor is a 21 credit ·
package of theory, history,. .
science, technique and pro;·.duction. Required ·courses
include Creative Dance I
and II, Ballet, Kinesiology,
Dance History, and Dance
Production Theory and .
Techniques:

SSC· Catholic Center

·Make Friends

Without Leaving
Your House.
Introducing TeleFriend. It's the easiest way to meet new people.
And you do it in your home with your telephone. Share y9ur
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day.
And only TeleFriend lets you change conversations. Or SP.eak
privately. Just dial 0 and ask your TeleFriend host to help you.
Call anywhere in the 617 area code for only 20¢ for the first minute and
10¢ for each additional minute.

Call today and make new ·friends at home.

'111•
1 , ..

1-550-7000
Teenagers

Tele friend

1~550-8000

Singles over 18

W'bere Friends Meet

False sense of security
• Cont. from p. 1

exits would be the best way

to secure Pope Hall. The
alarm at Wood Hall has

.

S

Sign at co

tf Hall

7:00

(Staff photo by Michael R. Abuaheery)

been very successfUl in stopping disturbances.,.
"I'm disappointed that we
haven't had · any success in
· asking for alarms," Jackson
continued, "we were told
that they would have to be
paid from our funds because
Housing said they didn't
.have the money.
t9

Regarding the signs in
Scott Hall, house mother,
Mrs: Hess, commented that
they arethere to "keep the
traffic flow restricted."
When asked· about the
security of Scott Hall, prim.arily men ~S dorm, she SfAid,
'~The building is jus': .~
secure as 1the people who Uve
in it - the occupants tend to
abuse the system.

If you are searching for fulfillment,
we invite you to join us. We are the
Columban Fathers. Catholic mis- ·
sionary priests, serving the poor
and the little ones in twelve Third
World countries.
To learn more about the reward. ing work we do, and your possible
role in it, please write to: Father
Michael Molloy, COL<JMBAN
f ATHERS, 310 Adams St, Quincy,
MA 02169. Naturally, there's no
obligation.

a
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View poin t

Wh at's wro ng: us

I

Outsi de
the lines

What's wrong with this school? Not enough parking? Those of you who read this publication carefully may
Or enough dorm space? Are classes too difficult - or too
have noted our frantic search for writers over the past
easy? Perhaps the administration is too rigid. Maybe the two semesters. We are still looking.
school newspaper isn't worth the paper it's printed on.
One of the reasons that so many student leaders have
Maybe any or
of these things are true. But they
had academic problems recently is that they, as the few
themselves, even if they are true are not _what's wrong
copcerned enough to take on these roles, have been
with Bridgewater State College.
doing not only their jobs, but also the jobs of those who
The problem is us. Not all of us are at fault, but most don't care enough to sign up or run in the first place. Our
of us are.
student leaders, regardless of which organization they
Student apathy is rapidly approaching the point of no
represent, deserve applause just for caring. They may
return. And it shouldn't be happening. Everything on . not always make the best decisions, according to the rest
campus, good or bad, is how it is because we let it be so.
of us, but at least they were willing to make them.
We are not only one of three basic components of the
Remember, next time you point a finger at a "bad"
college (along with the facuity and administrators), we decision made in the SGA, the Comment, the Program
are the very reason that the college exists. And if we
Committee, or any of the other BSC student organizadon't care what happens here, why should anyone else? tions; you weren't willing to be making that decision.
It's becoming painfully evident that we don't, as a
Students say they want more imput in administrative
group, really care what's going on at BSC. Many clubs
decisions, such as the recent change in t.he Alcohol
and organizations on campus are so in need of members
Policy. If you want it, you've got to let them know.Presithat they can barely operate. In some cases, the most
dent Indelicato would gladly mak~ all the college's decidesperate clubs have had to shut down.
sions by himself, but he's also open to suggestion in
In the recent Student Government Association elec- almost every case. Stusjents must speak up to be heard.
tions, held for the top offices in that body, president,
In 1970 , a student strike was called in protest of the
vice-president, and attorney general, less than 800 stu- firing of a teacher by the administration. This continued
dents, out of a student body of 5700, bothered to vote.
until some students got together with the administration
That's right. In the two days that the elections were held,
and faculty, and together worked out what they consiless than 14 percent of the students here cared enough
dered a fair proposal.
about what happen~ to their money (which by the way,
Could this happen now? Probably not. It is a drastic
totals in the hundreds of thousands of dollars annually)
step to fake, and one which needs the total support of
to stop fora moment and vote. And the people involved the. students - everyone must be willing to take a stand.
in the elections have made no small effort to let everyone
Lef's.face it. In this day and age, there isn't an iss-ue·tt:f'·On "·
which, we, as a whole, could take a stand upon.
and anyone know what a surprisingly high turn-out this
was. Fourteen percent? Unusually high? The sad thing is
We're~all too self-involved. We.are truly products of
they're right. Midyear elections have been .running
the "me generation". We sit back and we gripe amongst
much lower than that.
ourselves over things that we could ·do something to ·
Not having_enoughvo ters is a bad-enough situation,. change. _ We go . tQ class, .go home, go to work, and telJ
but recently, the SGA also found itself filling all the
everyone how busy we are.
seats in it's two house legislature with unopposed candiRemember, everything you don't like about this
dates. Out of nearly ~ix thousand students, only45 of tis
school is your own fault.
could be bothered to give up one night a week to help
ABC recently aired a controversial miniseries titled
decide where our money goes? Remember folks, "we"
Amerika. The series dealt with opposition to the governare tomorrow's leaders.
ment imposed upon us by the Soviets, after they take
The SGA isn't the only organization having problems
over a placid, self involved United States. Many people
with student involvement. The Town-College Relations
have ridiculed the premise that we could be taken conCommittee was so bad off last s~mester that many peo- trol of so easily. Looking around this campus, it's not so
ple thought it was defunct. Happily, that is not the case.
clear.
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The new SGA
a bunch of
amate urs
Dear Editor:
As a Senator at Large for the
SGA, I was, like all the others,
juggling my time and effort
between stpdy, work and the
senate. The SGA has always
been part~tirne and run by ama-·
teurs. There was, ·however, a
strong shared sense of what was
right and proper to a democratic
institution. The scandals of the
past year· (the rewritjng of the
Constitution at .a Dunfey ·hotel
and the attempted elimination of
the Women's Center budget) ~nd
the botching o~ the elections for
SGA officers have made me
..

~

...

"-".

-

.;.

-

Ao

....

.t· ·.If
"'

.........

believe a new kind of amateur is
in the SGA. There seem. to be
political enemies on campus now
where there should be only political opponents.
Strong.reforms are necessary
to guard the integrity of elections, but what is more necessary, as always, is for there to be
more general involvement of the
;tudent body. Not deep involvement, but if you have· an SGA
senator in a· class, ask' him/ her
what is being done for you with
the $360,000.00 SGA budget. At
least students sh~uld vote.
Sincerely,
David Tassinari
.

':J

.........

'

By
Scot R. Resinsani
...:..

To the outside world,
Help! I'm stranded in a
strange land. You won't find
it on any coventional map or
globe. It's not on earth, and
it's not out in space. The
name sounds like it should
be in central Europe. If you
asked for directions to this
place, the only response
you'd get would be "You
can't get there from here."
It is indeed a strange land,
at least to me. It's called
Academia.
I am a stranger to this
land. Oh, I've been here
before on occasion, but
Academia is one of those
places that's nice to visit, but ·
you wouldn't want to live
here.
Compared te>'ttt'S~·
world, Academia isn't much
fu~. I don't see my friends as
much as I used to ~ee them.
Not · many parties go on
here. And the girls are
absorbed in something else
other than guys.
My surroundings have
changed. Instead of dorm
rooms, pool tables and
liquor stores, I now fihd
myself in classrooms, libraries, and in front of books
and typewriters. Coors has
turned into course.
I used to look at inhabitants of Academia and think
how· terrible it must be to
live here. It's not as bad as I
thought, but it still doesn, 't
compare with the rest of the
work·. Academians ·are nice
people; they just have different interests and priorities.
But they are helpful to us
newcomers. They're. very
willing to point you to the
library, or to show you how
to work a computer, or anything else you're not familiar
with. All in all, they're not
bad people.
I am getting used to this
place. I've forced myself to. I ·
am _going to be here for a
while, so 1 might as well
make the best of my stay.
Bm -I am. dreaming of the
day when I can move out of
this land, and just come here
when I need to for short
stays. I wonder if the commuter lot here is as .bad as
Bridgewater's.
Sincerely,

S.R.R.

Thursday, February 26, 1987
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Hecklers attack
each other
By
E. Kelly

staff photo by Michael R. Abusheery

Chris Sheno asks Scotty if he'll beam him _up from Club Soda last Wednesday.
(more photos from Club Soda on the following pages.)

A sneak previe w of
John Hugh es newe st film
By
Max Speed
Some Kind of Wonderful, the
new film by John Hughes, opens

Amanda, and Watts tells him
he's wasting his time because
Amanda Jones only goes out
with rich guys. While this is
somewhat true, you, the viewer,

.

-

.

You're probably s~ing ito him so inuehthaf she's willing· to:
yourself, "I bet he's gonna com- help him get what~ver he wants,
pare this film to Pretty In Pink. " and what he wants is Amanda
Well, you're right, but just a lit":' Jones.
tle, I promise. Some Kind of
·some Kind 'of Wonderful is'
Wonderful has the same basic just that, and really involves the
plot as Pretty In Pink, but seems viewer. Hughes has made a great
much more believable. The char- switch here because there is no
acters are much more real, but heavy message, as in The Break~
they still have that John Hughes fast Club. Also, unlike Pretty In
mystique about them.
Pink, unneeded material and
The film centers around Keith scenes are left out, letting you
(Eric Stoltz); his .best friend, concentrate on the story.
Watts (Mary Stuart Masterson);
All of the actors in this film
and Amanda· Jones (Lea did an exceptional job, but Mary
Thompson). It's your basic love Stuart Masterson has my nomitriangle--Keith falls in love with nation for best supporting

actress of the year. It's extremely
difficult to play a character such
as Watts, but Masterson does it
beautifully and makes Watts a
truly lovable character. I found

How long can they last?
Michael O'Connor
This group consists of three
street punks who sing and rap
about every adolescent dream.
They represent, through their
music, an incredible amount of
arrogant macho-ism and
extreme sexism. The.re really is
nothing cute or nice about The
Beastie Boys. Then why do we
buy their records? For the same
reasons we can't stand them.
The album opens. with
"Rhymin' and Stealin'", a song
about the joys of taking what
doesn't belong to you through
force or other ways. Sounds like
fun, huh? And this is only the
begining. From there we go into
macho heaven. Or, what the
Beastie Boys define as being
"real" men.1 They sing of shooting people in the face or back,

'stealing from them and taking
what th~y want from any and all
girls. Definitely "real" man
material here, especially for the
Rambo-Conan crowd.
The Beastie Boys have com. bined two styles of music, however, in the same vein as Run
DMC. This is a combo of heavy
metal guitar .riffs straight from
Led Zeppelin, AC/ DC, and even
Creedence Clearwater Revival
with urban rap music. And it
works.
The Beastie Boys have even
done a great job at creating their
own teen anthem in "Fight For
Your Right To Party," a song
about the hassles from authority
figures (parents, mainly) about
partying. The Beastie Boys are
without a doubt, the PMRC's
worst nightmare, not to mention
a feminist nightmare. "Girls" is a
cute-sounding little ditty about

Phil returns to the fold
as Genesis sprints forward
on gamed pllblfo

he.r, cryirtg. with.; her,.: and wanting
to smack Keith for being so
blind. Watts has traits that everyone wishes they had, and that's
why Masterson pulls· it off so
well. She commands a certain
empathy from everyone who's
ever been in a similar situation.
Expect to see her quite a bit in
the future.
Hughes has created another
masterpiece. Some Kind of
Wonderful is his best film to
date, and that's saying a lot. You
don't want to miss this one. It
opens tomorrow at Boston and
,suburban theaters.

The Beas tie Boys
-By

Last Wednesday night's Club
Soda Comedy Night appeared to
have been a great success for the
CCPC. The Ballroom was
quickly filled, almost to full
capacity, to enjoy the comedy of
Chris Sheno, Billy Martin, and
Kevin Dobbs.
It took Sheno a few minutes to
get into the swing of things;
according to him, "Mentally, I'm
still in my car, driving here!" But
once Sheno got going it was easy
:to see how he placed second! in
the WBCN Comedy Competition this year. Sheno started out
satirizing political figures and
current events, in a style that
went from low-key to animated,
rapid delivery and back again.
Finished with politics, Sheno
wanted to know why some products come with such ridiculus
directions; Visine, for example,
"for external use only"?

Next up was Billy Martin.
Martin has an interesting way of
dealing with hecklers. He got
them to heckle each other. Martin also does some unusual
impressions: a Swedish version
of Roger Daltry, a snail, a fork,
and Aunt Bea. He likes'to make.
sure all his jokes "tie in" and it
seems that most of them utie in,.·
to Denny's 6' 'Cause I've got a lot
of money, and ... "
K~vin Dobbs also did a series
of impressions, including a
.sequence of the characters from
Star Trek, Humphrey Bogart,
who he says is fun because by the
.time Bogart solves a crime and
explains it "nobody knows what
he's talking about." Dobbs
explained why he doesn't ski-he's the guy that always falls off
the ·ski lift, or falls down and
can't get up 'til some little kid
comes along to help him.
Keep watching for the next
Club Soda and other campus
events sponsored by the CCPC.

·what women were actually put
here for. Of course, it is sung by
three guys with the intelligence
of neanderthals. So, use your
imagination.
Rock has· been lacking in the
·rebellious department for a long
time. What with Lionel Richie,
Michael Jackson and yes, even
Madonna, rock has become too
commercial, too slick, too pop.
In other words, it hasn't been
·that good. But, now we have the
Beastie Boys to kick us out of the
Air Supply-styled doldrums in
popular music, and bring us
back in time when rock was fun,
rebellious and let us blow off
:steam. But, I do wonder what the
Beastie · Boys will be -like . years
from now. Will they still give us
the same music they're putting
out now? The only way to know
that answer, is to keep on listening to their music.

Long-time Genesis fans
predicted that Phil Collins
· would not return to the fold
in 1986 due to the success of
his solo career. Fortunately,
they were wrong. The
streamlined, more mainstream versions of the band
proved in three sold-out performances why they have
outdistanced the competition in experimental rock,
most notably Yes and
E.L.0.
The old guard of the
religious-cultish .theme was
no doubt disappointed that
only one oldie was included
in the .set: 1974 's "The
Cage:" But, as leader Collins
explained, "'most of you .
don't really know much
about the beginnings of
Genesis, anyways." As a
result, the majority of the
two and half hour set consisted of music from the last
two releases; including the
sinister opener "Mama" and
the schmaltzy. £'Invisible
Touch."
Their lightning is still the
best in the business. The dramatic effects drew as much
applause as the top forty singles, embellishing" Home by
the Sea" and several lengthy
instrumental breaks.
. The second major highlight was the drumwork of
both Collins and ten-year
veteran· Chester Thompson.
Phil's w·orked with such
luminaries as ·Robert Plant
and Eric Clapton, ·while

recognition for his Power
Station skin pounding.
Indeed, snippets of "Bon'"
zo's Montreaux" were heard
on ·their impressive midconcert drum duet. Thompson was his usual solid-as-arock self throughout the
evening, alternating
between electronic, computer and normal drum
sounds. Collins did wind
sprints between microphone
stand and drum kit, melting
into the background just
when it looked as though he
would dominate the
proceedings.
The balding one is without a doubt the premier
force in the music of the last
.few years. He seemed to relish the group setting, making sure the crowd
recognized unknown
member Daryl Steurmer
(who shares bass/ guitar
chores with Mike Rutherford on tours). His vocal
deliveries of such worn-out
tracks as "Land of Confusion,"' absolutely sparkled.
The best surpn
"':IS
saved for last when ·~Turn
Me On"' evolved into a medley of blues standards,
Motown classics and Sixtiea.
anthems. Phil Collins
turned in a Vegas performance, mocking Mick
Jagger and Roger Daltrey as
Rutherford and Tony Banks
pulled out all the stops.
Genesis· remains as one of
the few truly innovative
groups left today.

Sp ed of So un d

By
Straw Dogs. The Frt:eze, GinMax Speed
gerbread Men at the Rat, HS
The world bas lost one ofits plus.
greatest modern artists thi~ Record release party for Steve
week. Let's all take a momen t to Weinstein and The 4th Boat
remem ber the man who made Band with Push Push, and Fivesoup cans and Brillo boxes into 0 at TT's.
the greatest art form since Major shock, Runaw ay Dane,
Picasso. I owe a lot to Andy Scared of Horses, Private Scares
Warho l and his memor y. My art at the Channe l.
major for one. He was a great
. Februa ry 27
man, and he will be missed.
The Chame leons UK, Mighty
The Speed of Sound for this Lemon Drops at the Living
week goes like this:
Room.
Februa ry 26
Chain Link Fence, The Wait,
Del Fuegos for two shows 7:30 LMk One Look and Tex Yoka
p.m., all ages; 10:45 p.m. 21 plus Harmm a at Jack's.
at the Living Room.
11 Cont. p. j

Kevin Dobb s sing,--" Th.is Bud is for you" to a sold out audie nce
at Club Soda.

-Suburbia: flawless?
By

represe ntative s of Citizen s
Against Crime, a bunch of outof-work suburb an rednecks who
I saw "Subur bia" for the third; have nothing better to do, start
time this weekend, but I still! shooting the dogs near the T.R.
haven't seen it enough. "Subur-' house. Razzle, who is trying to
bia" is one of the few films that train the dogs, and Skinne r,
seem so real, that you. actually anothe r T.R., confron t the Citifeel as if the charactors are your zens' Agains t Crime by. saying
best friends and you are the "These are my dogs." The redcamera. This film involves you necks retort by insulting their
as no other I have seen does. It clothes and looks (Kind of like
made me happy, sad, angry, and Rex Reed huh?). Things go
on in
just ab.out anything you can this manner until anothe r gang
imagin e. "Subur bia" centers of rednecks, this time
kids, knife
around a group of about four- a security guard at a club
where
teen homeless kids, who take up the T.R. kids often go
and try to
residence in an abando nd house blame it on· them.T
hings heat up
in a neighb orhood bought by_the and ... well, watch the
movie.
county. Origina lly, these houses
"Subur bia" is a wholly unique
were intende d to be demolished film. There are no profess
ional
for a highwa y extention, but actors here. The director
~ Penehave now become home to two lope Spheeris,knew
that she
groups. The fourtee n kids from "Could n't. turn actors
unto
the "T.R." (stands for totally punks, but (she)
could tum
rejected) house, and a pack of punks into actors. " Other
films
wild dogs.
have attemp ted this, but none
The problem begins when have succeeded the way "Subur
-

Max Speed

bia" has. You may think that a
lack of profess ional actors will
weaken this film, but these
"act ors " s i mp I y. p I aye d
themselves.
. Alec Gibson provid es an
excellent origina l soundt rack
that capture s the mood of each
scene perfectly. Gilson 's soundtrack is so good that it could
stand alone, yet both the movie
and the music enhanc e each
other. DJ., TSOL, .and the Vandais provide "Subur bia" with
some great concer t scenes and
even get a little involve d in the
movie. itself.. And .althou gh it's
n:Gt' in the :m,ovie, the Pet Shop
Boys· do a song about the film
that is also very good.
In every movie, there are
always seams betwee n fiction
and reality, but since "Subur bia"
is a perfect combin ation of both,
. it comes out flawless. Flawless?
Yes. Watch the movie, buy the
soundt rack, and watch out for
the big bad wolf.

nig ht' Mo the r ha rdl y/e ave s
By

Mona McNam ara
Suzann e Ramcz yk and Lee
Dunn co-star red in night'
Mother an award winning play
by Marcia Norma n. Their fantastic perform ances graced the
Campu s Center Audito rium
Februa ry 19 thru 2L The play
was so powerf ul that there was
~ardly a dry eve in the theatre.

Night Mothe r deals with a
mother daught er relationship,
and its intricacies. The main
focus of the play is suicide, which
is a powerful topic in itself. The
play is set anywhere in America,
which adds to the play because
the charact ers could very well be
people you know. This was an
exceptionally moving play that
addressed many different issues.
On Saturda y, Februa ry 21, after

hum or with a bitte r edge

It's not often that a truely
great Hardco re album comes out
of nowher e, but that's exactly
what happen ed when " Victims,
Family " put out " Voltage and
Violets."
I W':iS talking to friend who
works at Rockit Records in Saugus and he showed me this
album that he though t would be
good for my show. I bought it,

a

r--- ---- clip and bring this ad for disc ount ----- -,
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Pil gri ill Pet Ce nte r
Tropi cal Fish Reptiles
Small Anim als
Dog ;and Cat Suppl ies
])og and Cat Groom ing

20% off to all B.S .C. stu den ts 1
a dry eye
wit h val id I.D . *

the .play a discuss ion was held,
led by membe rs of the faculty
address ing the issues raised.
!night Mother was perform ed
by two profess ors of the Theatr e
departm ent. The profits of the
play will benefit the Mello Scholarship fund. This was a wonder ful.play and definat ely one of the
best produc tions the Theatr e
departm ent has put on in awhile.

Vo lta ge and Vio let s
By
Max Speed

Billy Marti n drives off into the sunse t in searc h of
the perfe ct Denn y's at Club Soda last W.eJiDl!J$day
night.

and was impressed the minute 1 pure Hardco re, but not the
saw it-A great front ~over with a generic stuff you hear everyhauntin g back cover were the where. Victims Family shows an
first things to catch my eye.
origina lity that is needed in
As soon as I got home, I Hardco re. Voltage and Violets
slapped this piece of vinyl onto combin es homor and ·a bitter
my turntab le, and was awed by edge, especially in songs such as
the excellent produc tion work "God, Jerry and the P.M.R. C. ".
that went into this recording.
Voltage and Violets is one of
Now. I'm not putting down the best Hardco re albums so far
Hardco re, but produc tion of this this year. Victims Family should
quality on a first album is about be around for quite a while .. Be
as rare as Madon na on a Hard- on the lookou t for them.
core record. The music here is

"
I
I
I
I

19 Cent ral Squa re
Brid gewa ter, MA 02324
telep hone 697-S, 390
*except sale, discoun ted items, aquariu ms, and groomi ng
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LI VI : at the Ch ape l
Wh eat on College
Sa tur day , Ma rch 7
7-8 pm tic ket s $8

Thursday, February 26, 1987

ruary 27 and 28 at 8 p.m. and
10:30 p.m. Sunday, March 1
Catch a Rising.Star will fea ..
ture "Open Mike Night" at
7:30 p.m. and Monday,
March 2 "New Talent Showcase at 8 p.m.Advance
tickets available at Strawberries Records and Tapes;·
Out-of-Town News in Harvard Square; Concert
Charge at (617)497-1118; all
Ticketron outlets; or by calling Teletron at 720-3434 or
1-.800-382-8080. Catch A
Rising Star is located at 30
John F. Kennedy Street,
Havard Square, Cambridge.
For more information call

Trinity Repertory Company
The Trinity Repertory
Company will present
Thornton Wilder's Our
Town in the Upstairs Theatre from January 30 to
March 1. Performances are
Tuesday thru Thursday ·at 8
p.m. ($19); Friday and
Saturdays at 8 p. ~· ($22 and
, $23. respectively); and Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
($19). Matinees will also be
. held on Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 2 p.m. ($16).
Tickets may be purchased
by check payable to Trinity
Repertory Company; send
your reservations c/ o TRC
Box Office, 201 Washington
Street, Providence, RI
02903. Or charge by phone
(Visa and Mastercard
accepted) at '(40 I) 351-4 242.

(617) 661-9887.

Salem State Theatre
The battle of the . sexes
become a battle over sex in
Salem State Theat,e's production of the ciassic Greek
Comedy, Lysistrata. This
contemporary stage adapta·tiori, directed by David
Allen George, presents. a
· world wh~re the women
"just say No" to sex to get
men to~say NO" to war.
This bawdy disarming

Catch A Rising Star
Catch A Rising Star·presents Comedian, Bill Maher
will appear Tuesday, February 24 thru. Thursday, Feb-·
ruary -26 at 8 p.m. · and
Friday and Saturday, Feb-

co~ed~ perfor!lls Februa~

26, 27, 28 and March 5 - 7 at
the Mainstage Theatre
Salem State College. Tickets
are $5.00 for general admission, $3.00
senior citizens and children. Curtain is
at 8 p.m. For reservations

of

for

call (617) 744-3700.

Campus Events

American Women Poets:
Silent No Longer
On March l 0, in the
Bridgewater Formal Dining
Room at 7 p. m., Profesor
Lee Dunne of the Speech
Communication, Theatre
Arts, and Communication
Disorders Department will
discuss the thinking of three
major American women
writers (Tillie Olsen, Denise
Levertov,and Adrienne
Rich) based on their books
and poems. It will focus on
the emergence of the voices
of women poets.
Air Band Contest
· Thursday, March 5, the
Class of 1987 will sponsor an

Air Band Contest in the
Campus Center Ballroom.
For more information stop
by the information booth in·
the Campus Center.
Little Shop Of Horrors
The CCPC is sponsoring
a bus to go see the play, The
Little Shop of Horrors. The
price wi_ll be $15.00. The bus
leaves at 10 a.m.on Sunday,
March I. The show starts at
3 p.m.
Campus Center Art Gallery
Dwitri Wright's "Mindscapes" exhibits runs thru
March 4. Art Gallery hours
are Monday thru Friaay
from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. and
Monday thru Thursday 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. The exhibit is
sponsored by the CCPC.
T.Gtl.X.
John and Marshall will
perform in the Rat on
Thursday, March 8 from
4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Proper ID required. Sponsored by the CCPC.

A look at Academ y Nomine es
in the foreign film catagor y
By

sex~

M.J. Gensler

At the midpoint through the

..

··~·-,

these two charactersis . . a vijlage.

wine. This movie explores sex,
love, deviancy, adultery, wifeswapping, etc .. On the whole it is
not a bad film, but it gets a little
boring, and one misses something in the translation. You also
miss a lot of the film readingthe
stibtitles and not watching the
film.
The second. film is from Czechoslovakia and is My Sweet
Little Village. It is the story of
Otik, a village fool from days
gone-by but forced to live in the
modern world. The villagers
watch over him and make sure
he eats and takes care of himself.
He works for a truck driver as his
mate. The pair are reminiscerit of
Laurel and Hardy. Surrounding

When Star Trek went off the
air in the late Sixties, the producers thought it would sink without a trace. But thanks to loyal
and very vocal fans, it soon
returned to the air in reruns.
Since then, there have been
countless books, and conventions organized by fans all over
the worlq.
At one
these conventions,
Boskone; held over the weekend
of Feb. 13-16, Trekkies heard the
news that they have awaited for
almost all those twenty years.
Starting this fall, ;Paramount

of

will be airing the first episodes of
Star Trek: The New Generation.
David Gerrold, author of the
episode "The Trouble with Tribbles", told assembled fans ihat
the new show is definitely in the
works, along with at· least one
more Star Trek movie. The
movies, he said, will continue
with the ori rrinal cast, but he
warned fans that the series will
introduce some major changes.
The series will be set in the century following the original series,
and will be the voyages of the
new Enterprise, the 1701-D. He
dropped several tantalizing hints
about the. make-up of the new
crew. but told fans that none of

the major characters has· yet
been cast. Many of the details
were not yet available.
Gerrald .warned fans not to
expect the show to go to the networks, but 1.o more local stations. at least at first. More·
details will be available in magazines such as Starlog as the September debut approaches.
He also tOld fans fo give the'"
new show a fair first viewing.
This show will be based on the
old Star Trek, but it is not going
to be a simple rehashing of the
first show. This is a new program
and must be viewed as such.

"Some Kind of Wonderfui"
opens at movie theatres in the
Boston area.
February 21 .
New Man at the Living Room.
Dim Shala Dim, Plate ofShrimp,
Happy Campers, at Jack 9S.
The Neighborhoods at Grover"s.
Beat Surrender. Powerg/ide,
Slug Brothers at Club III.
Zulus. Go/den Dawn, The Down
Siders and What Now at the Rat.
The Five, Big Dipper, Slaugh,er
Shack at TT's, 18 plus.

A,A, Nuclear Assault, Ludich·
·rist, Cancerors Growths at TT's
at 3 p.m.
March 1
Megadeth, Flotsam aµd Jetsam,
Knightmare, Paradise, all ages;
and Treat Her Right, at Jacks.

Be sure to listen to WBIM to
win tickets to some of these
shows. Whatever you do, don•t
miss Some Kind of Wo,.nderfu/.

Modeling as a career or
part-time?

.
~

.

Find out how to get started.

Fashion - Phbtograph~ tation ~62-4581
Television - Portfolios Modeling Career Concepts
Make-up - Hairstyling 176 Newbury Street Boston
The business of modeling
'

problems of their own. Otik is
being sent to Prague so a bureaucrat can buy his house and use it
on ·the weekends. Otik, of
course, couldn't find a
bathroom, let alone use it in
Prague where they have the luxury of flush toilets. The village
works to keep Otik where he
belongs, in the village. It has
some really touching scenes and
wonderful emotions that· come
across to the viewer. It is a simple
story with few complexities. It is
interesting to see how people live
on the other side of the Iron Curtain as well as a film that subtly
criticizes bureaucracy, that is of
course the backbone of a closed
society such as Czechoslovakia.

SEE ME.
EFEELME.

~TOUCHME.
RI HEAR ME.

new series to start In the faU
By

Fe_!>ruary n·
Robin. Lane and the Chartbusters at Grovers.
Skin, Jamie Shaker, On Vacation, The Real at Club IJI.
Divine Horsemen, Titantics,
Crosstown Rivals at The Rat.
Max Creek at the Channel.

,."' ."... ~-J ca~rror an individual consul.;

Star Trek to fly again
E. Kelly

11
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takes .place. over dinner and come in and out of the film ~ith

There are a couple of really
excellent foreign films playing in
the Boston area. The two movies
have both been nominated for
Academy Awards, and are both
subtitled.
The first film comes to us from
Canada and was filmed in
French. Decline ofthe American
Empire is an ensemble film done
for the Big Chill generation. The
film starts with an explanation
of the title and then goes into two
parts. The first part of the film
has a group of women working
out in a health club, exercising
and talking about sex. The other
part is a group of men (married
; or dating the women at the club)
who are cooking and spouting
their philosophies on love anq

.
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Speed of
Sound

Cal end r f events
Local Events

The Comment

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
cndlenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston·Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our ASH :\accredited·
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and
~l'r prqgram in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full·time. or parttime if you are employed in the field.
For information on these programs. or a free brochure. complete and mail the coupon below. Orcall(617) 437-2708.
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?lea:;e send meWo-;;;atl;;n~ ~r Speech-Language Patholo~nd
BoAud1olo8ogy Progra ms.
ston· uve C011ege of Human Development Professions. I 06 DK
Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave .. Boston. MA 02115. •
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AE RO /CS: A Chan
By
Karen Melanso n

You are relaxing in front of
the T.V. munchi ng yourtwe ntysecond double chocolate chip
cookie and slurping down
another beer, milkshake, or any
other high-calorie beverage. You
are also trying your hardest to
ignore the little voice in your
head which keeps reminding you
that springtime, fun in the sun,
and bathing suit weather is just
around the corner.
No one likes to be restricted
from somethi ng they want and
enjoy (like seconds or dessert!) It
is no fun and can even be selfdefeatin g at times. An alternative to dieting is exercise. (Turn

those calories into musclesn Too stresses as part of her workou t.
many people think that exercise She chooses up-to-d ate music
has to be monoton ous and bor- and doesn't overwor k the stuing for it to do any good. But the dents. "It is really up to the inditruth is, if you like what you're vidual how hard they work,"
doing you may forget that what said Chicoin e, but if she sees
you're doing is good for you.
someon e working overly hard
Most college students are not she'll caution them. Taking a
really interested in losing weight, pulse rate at various points in the
they just want to tone up or keep class is one way to make sure the
toned. During the winter this is class is keeping their own pace.
more of a problem. It is hard to
Keeping the workou t consistgo outside and exercise when the ent each week rather than
tempera ture is sub-zero and increasi ng the difficult y is what
there is snow and ice everywhere. counts. "If it is kept constan t,
What is one to do? An answer then they notice their improve quickly gaining popular ity is ment, which is importa nt," said
aerobics.
Chicoine. She also says that one
.. Fun" is what Anne Marie hour of aerobics , 3 days a week,
Chicoine, instruct or of the 3:30 is all that is needed to keep fit;
class on Tuesdays, Wednesdays provide d you eat good meals.
and Thursdays in the Union,
Her workou t is actually only

or Th

T

B tt r

15-20 minutes of actual aerobic
(running ) exercise. She begins
slow and ends slow with muscle
toning exercises and stretchin g.
"It is a very gradual workou t,"
one class member said, "I hardly
feel it until we start to slow
down."
There are so many myths
about aerobics that many people
don't realize how much fun and
how good for you it really is. (I
always thought I wouldn' t be
caught dead in an aerobics class.
To me, it was for those who are
older and overwei ght. Besides,
you could never get me to jump
around and do silly dances to
music! I was wrong.)
Aerobics is for anyone who is
intereste d in keeping healthy.
The moveme nts are not "silly

dances"' as I had falsely stereotyped, it's real exercise . The
music helps you to keep going
and sometim es even "pumps "
you. Also. being around people
who "have the same motives and
goals is an encoura gement.
There is no need to dress elaborately unless you want a $60
suit to make you look good while
you sweat. Shorts, sweats, or a
bodysui t and tights are fine.
Sneaker s are preferab le over
socks or bare feet.
So go ahead and eat whateve r
you wish as long as your meals
are well rounded . And to keep
your hoay fit and tone, a little
more exercis e will help.
Remem ber, the trick to keeping
fit is burning off the calories you
take in.

SH AR E Your Ho me

1~ .•:

staff photo by Kirk VanDyl<e

If I can't do it inside ... Hill resident tries to. keep
warm and catch 40 winks during a fire drill.

"SHAR E" Student Exchan ge
program needs homes for foreign students from many countries of the world for the 87/88
school year. Boys and girls 15 to
18, need warm, caring families.
Share our Americ an way of life,
and in return see the world
· through the eyes of a young foreign visitor. "SHAR E" is part of
Educati onal Resourc e Develop ment- Trust, designa ted by the
United States Inform ation
. , Ag~ns:y as a sponsor of a teen age
high school exchang e program .
Qualifie d· ·.students live with
selected host families and attend
local high schools for one semes~
ter or. the entire school year.
Student s from Brazil, Costa
Rica, Ecuado r, Germa ny,
France, Italy, Japan, the Philippines, Switzer land and most' of
the Sc~]Jdinavian countrie s are
already waiting to be placed.
These students arrive in late
August (or January ) and remain
through the school year.
Host families may specify a
boy or girl and may indicate

which country they prefer. Families with small children or
grown children, as well as those
with teenagers or no children are
welcome to particip ate. The only
financia l requirem ent is that the
host family provide meals and
shelter.
The primary purpose of the
"SHAR E" progra m is to
improve the foreign student' s
knowled ge of Americ an culture
aQd languag e through active
·Brockt on-area residen ts
·particip ation in:~a. family 'and in
and
organiz ations are getschool and commu nity life.· An
ting
a
jump on spring and
importa nt seconda ry purpose is
., are helping their local Amer~o imprqve Am~c3:n knowled ge
of foreign cultures and to con- ·. · ican · Cancer Society by
ordering daffodil s for the
tribute to intern ationa l
Society 's Daffod il Days,
understa nding.
. March 18-22.
Persons with an interest in
"SHAR ING" or in learning
.. Daffodi l orders must be
more about this outstan ding
placed by March 2 for us to
program are urged to contact the
guaran tee delive ry,'\
local Area Represe ntative at
Brockto n-area Cancer Cruonce. The Represe ntative in this
sade chairma n and Brockarea is:
ton City Council or George
Diane' Waitz, I Hampsh ire
Cataldo said. "Buying dafAvenue, Sharon, MA 02067,
fodils for friends, costome rs,
Tel. (617) 828-0071
and employe es can brighte n
their day, and the proceed s
will help fund the Americ an
Cancer Society 's research ,
educati on, and service
program s."
trial/ Organiz ational Psychq l- school. Upper classwo
/men
o gy, Sports Psycho l,ogy, .plannin g graduat e school
Bunches of IO daffodil s
should
Cognitiv e Psychol ogy, ·Human be deep into prepara
are
$3, and boxes of 500 are
tions by
Factors, Educati onal Psychol - now ... and don't overloo
$150. Individ uals, busik the
ogy and a wide variety of other exceptio nal Gradua te
nesses, and clubs that order
School in
areas. "Perfor mance' is the key Psychology Program s right
daffodil s will help Brockto n
here
word in the journal. The behav- at BSC.
and surroun ding commu niior should have goal directed
ties become part of t~e stateIntereste d in ESP? Clairvoy characte r to it. For example , a ance? Precog niflon?
wide effort led by honora ry
The
study of the effects of teacher Summe r Study Program
Daffodi l Days chair J_oyce
in
style on reading compre hension Paraps ycholo gy ... a
Kulhaw ik of WBZ-T V to
unique
test scores or the effect of a new opportu nity for psychol
raise $370,00Q.
ogical
aerobic training metho'a on and educati onal enrichm
ent
To give Massac husetts
athletic perform ance is highly starts June I to July 24,
1987, at
resident
s an early start on
appprop riate. All . manusc ripts the Institute for Parapsy
chology
spring,
Ms. Kulhaw ik said,
to be prepare d in AP A format. Founda tion for Researc
h on the
thousan
ds
of daffodil s will
Want to know more? Check bul- Nature of Man at Durham
, N.C.
be· flown to the state from
letin board anc;l Jiumari Perfor- · Founde d by the "Father
of
the West Coast. "I encourmance Journal Rm. 330 Burrill. Parapsy chology " J.B. Rhine,
age everyon e to order early,"
Heard the goo4. news? Stu- this institute remains the leading
she said.
dents eligib,le for Guaran teed research and educatio nal
center
Student Loans will be able to in the field. There are a
Anyone wanting to order
limited
borrow more. Fot each of the number of financia l aid
daffodil
s or io volunte er to
and
first two year$ in school $2,625; work-st udy grants. See Dr.
distribu te them can· call the
Coleach year beyond, $4,000 and gan in Rm. 330 Burrill Academ
Society•s Greater . Brockto n
ic
$7 ,soo for' each year· in' graduat e· . Bldg.,
Unit offJ£f! ,at 583.,8515 ..

•P sy ch ol og ic al ly Yours
By
Dr. Richard T. Colgan,
sor of Psychol ogy

Profes~

Forty-th ree years ago, T.S.
Eliot penned ... "Footfa lls echo in
the memory , Down the passage
which we did not take, Towards
the door we never opened ... "

:.

Don't let it happen to you. There
is still time to become an active
member of the Psychology Club.
Applica tions are available on the
Psychol ogy Club bulletin board
or in Dr. Colgan' s office, 3rd
floor Burrill Academic Bldg.
Hurry!
Here are some of the '87 exciting and informa tive activities
complet ed or planned ... Taunton
State Hospit~l ''Valen tine's
Party~"· Annual "Bake Sale,"
2/ 18; Tour of MCI Bridgewater,
2/26; Dr. Joseph Huber lecture
and ·Viewing of Children 's Physi-

cal Development Clinic, 3 / 4;
Movie "Titicut Follies," Tour of
Handi-Kids, Career Plannin g
and Placeme nt featuring Mr.
Denny Ciganovich, Steve Hurd
discusses the Brockto n VA, and
Dr. Colgan's two-par t seminar
on "Stress and Anxiety Reduc. tion." "Orchid s" to Lisa Pak us
elected Vice-President, Psychol ogy Club ... The call is out for
candida tes for the Secretar y
position . Contac t Debora h
Hanegan , Presiden t, and hurry
... hurry ... hurry ... get your Psych
Cltib applicat ion in now.
Attentio n! All psychol ogy
majors, especially graduate students. Read this twice ... three
times if necessary. An opportu nity to publish your original
research, theory and instrum entation. A new quarterl y journal
Human Per/ormance is to
appear in the spring. Expects to
publish manuscr ipts in Indus-
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The coming week is one in
which behavior patterns
established during the first
part of the year are recogir>
nized and assessed. Those
who have progressed with
an eye to the future should
find that they are on the
right track, and that behavior, decisions and attitudes
that have been adopted during January and February
serve to promote satisfaction and success. Those,
however, who have let time
slip by with little or no determination or resolve, may
find themselves locked in a
cycle of little or 'no
productivity.
Relationships settle into a
new phase of increased comfort and fulfilled expectations this week. Communication is still, as always,
essential, though many may
find that other modes
besides verbal contact prove
just as effective. This is a
busy week for the young,
who set many goals and set
righlo~~~h~~ilie~

front add interest, expectation and excitement to the
domestic circle. Enjoy! (JulJ
8-July 22}-Make sure all
parties involved understand
the importance of keeping
secrets -this week. Demand
loyalty!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)Consider another's potential
as well as your own. In partnership, you have more
Boing for you than expected.
(Aug. 8-Aug. 22)-Circumstances that seemed to work
against you last week now
obviously work in your
favor. Bravo!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.
7)--A good week for new
beginnings. Even sot don't
g~e up on an oW praject
unless absolutely necessary.
(Sept. 8-Sept. 22)--An
improvement, in financial
situation makes it possible
for you to turn seriously
toward new project.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)-Though personal experience
is the best teacher, you
would do well to learn
through another•s hard luck.
(Oct. 8-0ct. 22)--Make no
lon~~rm commitmen~.
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What you can't accomplish
PISCES (Feb. 19-March
during the week, don't
-tc 5}-Relief that you thought
include in your planning.
/J/51/FPOIN~/J fKJ~~.
H£UO,
~
near
at
hand
appears
much
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
Clfl-1€"' M&ff )r"". ::='
YVVR ftlTllf?.€ }' ;_.,
~ ~ farther off. Even so, work as
7)--Remember that your ~
/?ll(J(;;f/f£f(. \ '%.
I
1' if the end were in sight.
rights cease when and where
~-~
-tc (March 6-March 20)--Any
they begin to trample on
• :~, fami-Ly:~t'"'te:geU:a~......eu~. . . .,,",anetiMliir.,,1,JiJ...,.._;~""Jl!lll!llll!_ ·.j.Na~~:P"*~w""'"''ol>;l'~..-•111••J![lt;!it._
-tc more charice for argument
(Nov. 8-Nov. 21)--You
: than for peace. Try to put it
would do well to keep criti1' off.
cism of others to yourself :
F"..._"""""'..._"'-l.a:.....&..~.u11.~~...i:...;;u...JL-Jl..l.-iU ~
ARIES (March 21-April
during a week that sees you ,._
ic: 4)--An increase in your popripe for criticism.
: ularityratingdoesno tbring
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. ~
-tc increased financial security.
23-Dec 7)--Though debts
Oln_, ·
Keep an eye on sp~nding.
are srr.-'11, they are rememClam Chowder
~
(April
5·April 19)--You are
bered bythosetowhomthey
Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter (Clams,Shrimp)
Tuna Melts
more valuable to an eneniy
are owed. Pay up this week.
Onion Rings
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich/ Gravy
~ than you suppose. Use this
(Dec. 8-Dec. 21)--You
Cheese Pizza
Mashed Potatoes
~ week to secure you'r
Green Beans & Carrots
should
be through the :
Broccoli w/Cheese Sauce
Carrots
1' advantage.
week's assignments long
~
TAURUS (April 20-May
before the weekend. Use :
Beet Noodle Soup
Beef Noodle Soup
-tc
St-The
intensification
of
leisure
time wisely.
Pork Cutlet w/Gravy
Fish Square on a Bun
~
personal
relationships
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22.. ~
Stuffed Shells
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
1' brings with it a new vulnera~ashed Potatoes
Jan. 6)--Be sure you're not >t
Wax Beans
Zuchini & Tomato
1' bility. Try not to overreact.
looking at your situation
Potato Gems
Peas
: (May 6-May 20)--Emotionthrough rose-colored
-tc al outbursts and resultant
glasses. Scrutinize reality!
Chicken Noodle :::ioup
Beef Noodle Soup
: setbacks mark this a dif(icult
(Jan. 7-Jan. 19)--You hold ~
Cheese Ravioli
Meatball Sub w / Redsauce
iC week. Seek stability!
at
least part of the key to
Hot Turkey Sandwich w/Gravy
Chicken Cutlet w/Supreme Sauce
GEMINI (May ll·June
succ~ss on the employment
Parsley Boiled Potatoes
Whipped Potatoes
6)--0nly if and when matescenr this week. Join with :
Corn & Green BeansMixed Vegetables
-tic rial debts are paid should
others for real gain.
-tc you consider taking on a
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.. :
Tomato Soup
Roast Turkey w/Gravy& Dressing
new--and expensive-Feb.
3)--Long-range plans
Tomato Soup
Baked Ham w/Fruit Sauce
... project. (June 7..June 20)-look better all the time- ~
Buddy Boy on a Bun
1'dashed Potatoes
~ Though a member of the
thanks to the success of
American Chop Suey
Spinach & Squash
Carrots & Peas
-tt opposite sex may be
short-term activities. (Feb. ~
: ?ttracted to yo~, esta.blis~4-Feb. 18)--A temporary
· Beel vegetable Soup
-tc mg the relat1onsh1p is
setback along financial lines :
Fresh Baked Cod
Beef Vegetable Soup
difficult.
dictates that you lie low in
Spaghetti w/ Meatballs
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
-tc
CANCER (June 21-July
terms of investments, pur- :
O'Brien Potatoes
Chiken ala King
~
7}-Chang~s
Peas
on_
,
the
home
.
~hases,
etc.
Po'tato Puffs

~

*
*
t

*
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Tillinghast
p

11rva~Mt
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omel~t
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jellv

s

Assorted Jmces
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts

..

a

Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages
Assorted Donuts

II

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Grapefruit Half
Cheese Omelet
·Waffles
Assorted Donuts

T

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w /Bacon
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

w

.

i

i

i

*
*
*

i

*
*

t

Green Beans

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes wI syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ ;~Hy

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Pizza
Beef Pot Pie
Chili Con Carne
Wax Beans·

-·

**

tt

Corn Chowder
· BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/gravy
Peas & Mushrooms

~'

t

1..........,-

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omlet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts -

..

*
*
!
*
!
*
*
*

'

Wax Beans
Q<>rli,. Rr..ad

Corn Chowder
Steak w/Sauteed Onion & Mushroom
Chicken Cutlet w/Brown Gravy
Corn
Baked Potato Bar
IJroccoli
Chicken Noodle Soup
Baked Chicken
,Baked Macaroni It. Cheese
Parsley Boiled Potatoes
Green Beans wJBacon Bits
MixJ:9 Vegetables
'!1:11

'II:

•
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1
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t-***********************************
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

to
The Planning Committee for
Heritage Day W.eekend
Time: 3:30
Date: Thursday every week
Place: Hingham;Hanov er, Duxbury Room
in the Campus Center
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Sports
La dy Be ars on a ro ll
Bea t Nor th Ada ms and Fitc h urg
By
Mike Storey

(Staff photo by Debra Wiiiia)

Janet DiGiro lamo takes a shot against Fitchbu rg

Fin al far ew ell to F
By
Alice Smith

They came together to help
her say a fond farewell to Bridgewater State~s Home "course.
Saturday"s gymnastics meet
against MIT held a special poignancy from its beginnin g when
coach Andrea Kellehe r
announce d to everyone that this
will be the last home meet for
senior and co-capta in Joy
Fessler. Coach Kelleher presented Joy· with roses garnished
with complim ents and praise for.
her leadershi p, dedicatio n and
outstand ing performances~
~e first event, vaulting, set
the mood for the rest of the meet
with a vault average score of 7.84
per girl. Sharon Heraty, a cocaptain, absent in the l~t three

The Lady Bears of Bridge-.
water State College clinched
their third straight MASCA C
champion ship with a season
ending victory over North
Adams State fa raising their conference record to (I J-1) and (223} overall. With the MASCA C
champio nship also comes an
automati c bid to the NCAA Division III champio nships, a trip
Bridgewa ter has made the last
five years.
Even though Bridgew ater
State officially won the MASCAC against North Adams it
was really decided in an exciting
(59-54) victory over conferen ce
rival Salem State College. Both
teams entered the game with
identical (8-1) records in the conference. Before a packed house
at Bridgewa ter's Kelly Gymnasium ~he Lady Bears got off to a
fast start taking a (10-2) lead
early in the first half. However ,
the Lady ·Vikings fought back

Tuesday night the Bridge·
water State wrestling team
ended their season by hosting
·curry College. The team was a
little disappoi nted when only
five men from Curry came
dressed to wrestle.
Chris Sabata (126 pds.) was
the first to take the mat before
the crowd of about 50 people.
Sabata won his match .10-4 putting Bridgewa ter ahead 3-0.
Bridgeate r's Matt Bohan ( 134
pds.) won the next match 17-5
with his quick moves placing
Bridgewa ter up 15-0.

Pla ye r

sle r

team was ranked almost the
entire season in the top I 0
nationall y for teain defense
(48.4) and overall scoring.
Individua l accomp lishmen ts
included Coach Bo Ruggier o's
IOOth win for his five years guiding the Lady Bears on the bench.
Also, freshman Mary Cawley
was twice named ECAC uRookie of the Week" with both
JoAnn Runge and Christin e
Choukas being named to the
ECAC ·~Honor Rolln during the
season. Runge was also the
"Most Valuable Player" of the
Manhatta nville Tournam ent in
Decembe r.
Coach Ruggiero is optimis tic
of bis team's chances in the
NCAA Tournam ent. "We•re an
experienc ed tournam ent team.
Talent-w ise, this is probabl y the
best.over all team I've coached at
Bridgewater. So with that combination of experien ce and talent
I see us doing well in the
NCAA's" , says Ruggiero .

Pr~fite--,

meets due to a shoulder injury,
came back strong to dazzle the
judges with her vaulting skills
gaining an 8.15.
.
By the way, the scores are
esta blish'ed from a maximum
possible of 10 (Mary Lou Retton
style).

On the balance beam, there.
was a mere .5 point separatin g
our top four competit ors. A New
Jersey native, BS C's Jerilyn
Anderson took the top spot for
her flawlessly elegant routine.
Sarah Duggan found herself the
recip1ent of praise for her success
with a back hand-spr ing on the
. Teresa Spencer started us off beam. And, Kelley Powers did
on the bars.The n, not to be out- her exhibitio n.
done by the seniors, Theresa
Therrien did her version of the
~pecialists on the team are
'ionump and Grind" dismoun t on Susan Jakub on the bars, Leslie
the uneven bars as she bumped Varnerin on the beam, Carol
the ·high· bar with precision, Hanagan on the floor and Lynn
curled into a somersau lt and a Palmieri on the floor.
Patty Sullivan, suffering from
grind of her feet into the floor
mat for a 7.4. Debbie MacDo- a knee injury lent lots of support
nald, another freshman , did a from the side lines.
The best event should always
bar routine that shows real
promise for the next years be saved for last--and it was. The
•Cont. p. 11
ahead.

Wr est ling tea m win s at ho me
By
Angela Cornacch ioli

for a (25-25) half-time deadlock .
Salem ran off the first six points
of the second half before BSC
caught fire behind the shooting
of freshman center Mary Cawley
(16 points, 8 rebounds ) and
senior forward Christine Choukas (15 points, 10 rebounds ) to
pull away to the victory. All
America n Candida te JoArin
Runge added to the festivities by
scoring her l ,OOOth caree:i; point
during the game.
The Lady Bears have had an
outstandi ng season as they finished over the twenty win mark
for the fourth straight season.
Key victories included Bridgewater winning· the Manhatt anville Tournam ent, as well as
victories over nationall y ranked
teams as Western Connecti cut
State, Clark University, and
Salem State.
They ended the season being
ranked in the top 20 of the
NCAA poll forthe third consecutive week as well as number 3 in
the New England Division III
coaches' poll. Statistica lly, the

Mike Kenney (158 pds.)
pinned his opponen t in a quick J
minute 44 seconds match.·
Bridgewater lead 18-0.
Chris Mazeika had a lot of fan
support when he came outon the
mat. Mazeika and his opponen t
were evenly matched until the
thfrd period whep Mazeika over
powered his Curry College
opponen t and won 5-0. This win
widened Bridgewater's lead to
21-0.

Heavyweight Bob Curtin had
no trouble pinning down his
opponen t in l minute 16
seconds. This· victory gave
Bridgewa ter it's final score of 24-

0.

Team members who didn't
have a chance to wrestle, due-to
the low tum out from the Curry
team, participa ted in a few exhibition matches. Some of the
Curry wrest,lers agreed to wrestle
again against Bridgew ater's
Steven DiClem ente, Dan
Coady, Tom Devin, and Kip
Harms.
The whole team played
aggressively, were very supportive of each other, and had very
good sportsm anship. Tom
Devine did an excellent job as
the referee.
Team Notes: Happy Birthday
to Steven DiCleme nte.

.i

Jo An n Ru ng e
By
Anthony Fagen
With the 1986-1987 reguIar season wrapped up, the
newly crowned Lady Bears
MASCA C champio nship
team preparing for their
fifth consecutive trip to the
NCAA Division III tournament, and a ranking of #16
in this week's national polls
to boot, senior tri-capati n
J oAnn Runge· could add
another more coveted piece
of hardware to her already
growing collecti on' of
awards. She a strong candidate to make this year's
All-Ame rican Division III
team.
The North Quincy, Massachusetts native, during the .
regular season racked up the
"triple crown" in totals,

is

scored, assists,. and steals.
The 5'6" point guard, who
has made an impact since
arriving at Bridgew ater
State in the 1983-1984 season~ has earned numero us
honors for her on-cour t
achievem ents. She Was
named Rookie of the Year in
1984 by the ECAC, and
made their All-Star team in
1985 and 1986, an All-.
MASCA C Conferen ce AllStar for the past three
seasons, and an All-Star
selection by the New England Wornen"s Basketb all
Coaches Associat ion as wen
for the past three seasons .
She is expected to again be
at the top of these polls as
well, and could possibly be
the ECAC Player of the
Year. She also was named
the Manhatta nville College
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Wrestlemania 3 preview
Mad Mac makes early pred iction s

Cheerleaders

By
Mad Mac

Bundy will crush the Hillbilly
and put him out of wrestlint for
good.
Wrestleman ia 3; Bigger, bet4. The Iron Shiek plus Nikolai
ter,badder! The event is just Volkoff vs. the Killer Bees.-The
around the corner, and it has Bees will win but only by using
everyone talking. As of the time their masks.
of this article was written there
5.Butch Reed vs. Coco
were 11 matches offically signed Beware. -Easy,Coco will plant
for the March 29th extrava- Reed with a flying drop kick off
ganza. Here is the line up, and the top rope and pin him.
the way I see them.
Beware he is too popular to lose.
1. The Hart foundation and
6. The Can-Am Connection
Danny Davis vs.. The British vs. Macho and Orton. -This will
Bulldogs and Tito Santana. This be the best tag-team match of the
match will be won by the Bul- night. Plenty of violence, and
ldogs by way of a disqualifica- perhaps some blood, will ·lead to
tion. Danny Davis will be a double disqualification.
pummeled into the mat, and
7.Billy-Jack Haines vs. Herhopefully will quit wrestling.
cules. -A definite brawl, alter2. Ricky "The Dragon" Steam- nately ending up with Hercules
boat vs. Randy "Macho Man" being put into the Full-Nelson,
SavageFor the Intercontine ntal screaming with pain, and just as
Championship. There will be he looks ready to give up, Bobby
plenty of blood in this one and Heenan will interfere making
none of it will be Steamboat's . Haines the winner by
The Title will change hands!
disqualification.
3.King Kong Bundy plus two
8.Handsome Harley Race vs.
Midgets vs. Hillbilly Jim plus the Junk Yard Dog. -In this
two midgets.-Ge t lots of laughs match, I hope they kill each
out of this one folks,there won't other. Race and JYD are the two
be a lot of wrestling. Hopefully most boring wrestling to watch

fight.
9. The Rougeaus vs. the
Dream Team. -Another Hardfought tag-team match. The
Rougeaus will probably win in
one of their usual spectacular
endings, and continue brawling
after the match is over.
JO. Rowdy Roddy Piper vs.
Adrian Adonis. -Piper has
announced that this will be his
last match as a professional
wrestler. Need I say more?
Roddy will trounce Adrian and
leave him unconcious in the ring.
11.Huik Hogan vs. Andre the
Giant. -The most shocking news
in WWF history. Being, myself,
a big Hulk Hogan fan, J thought
for a long time that Hulk would
demolish Andre and keep the
title. Much to my dismay, there
has come positive information
that Hogan will lose his title,
leave the WWF and make a
movie. Disappointi ng news.
So, get out the popcorn and
get ready, This should prove to
be one of the wrestling events of
the year, not to be topped by any
other federation.

:"'l':.

Fessler

11 C~nt. from

(Staff photo by Debra Willis)

Front Row (Left to Right) Chris Lewinsky, Beth Ruppenthal,· deannineRssmu
Dana Salmo~,· 'cJl'rni§'fifli'"M
Dunham,

Dawn Vincelette

Last Row Lisa Dicicco
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All- Am eric an?

floor exercises started with an
almost palpable tension and
excitement as each girl did her
spt:cial performance . One could
see and sensr. the intensity of
feeii : s as Jo Fe

1111

1

bunny hill to once .again get
acquainted to this sport of skiing. While over there after a few
quick runs (that's ski talk) J
noticed a man barrelling into
three young children who were
waiting· patiently in a lift line.
Getting closer I recognized the
assaulter as Domingo Amado,
one of the 92. He blamed the
incident on a brief mental blackout but also mentioned he got six
points for the effort.
As the day went on, my courage grew· from the T-bar to the
two chair lift on the "Rapido"
three chair lift. Yes, I made it to
the top and the view was glorious. It was there I met up with
the contingent of Brent Humphries, Mike Young, Sue Larson,
Wendy Stoddard, and Jeannette
Albee .. "Come. with us'', they
said. "No way", I said. "This is
an easy trail", they said. "Yeah
right", I said. Finally I said
"OK", fool that I am. A few
seconds later down I tumble
cursing myself. Slowly, I regain
my feet, my poles and my skis. If
not for a few tips from Brent
Humphries I .aay still be
that
mountain.
Finally, the day of skiing ends
and the rest begins. After
another glorious meal highlighted by shepherd's pie (cooked by
shepherds) a dead sleep was
called for and definitely needed.
After our respite the 92 strong

on

ment appearances . There's
no way we would have had

,,, ,"·*"i~~~~°li'l!illw~~~~·Ui~pas.t~'.. "1""' ·•·

9S6fot'°herplay ·

sharp, electric Swan Song to the
music of Axel F. A fantastic finish for the co-captain. We'll miss
you, Joy.

as the Bears' took the tourna~ent title. She joined
Carolyn Parsley and Cathy·
Baker, both former teammates, . in the prestigious
1,000 Point Club last week
against Salem State, and
holds the school record for
most assists in a season (204,
1985-86 season).. She has
over 600 assists in her career.
But, her most important
feature is that she is achieving this while holding down
a full-time schedule as a
Communica tion Arts and
Sciences major here. at
Bridgewater. JoAnn's quality point average is a 3.I,
which is impressive for any
student athlete. Her coach,
Bo Ruggiero, ~nows full
wen the on-court and inclass achievements he has
had from his catalytic star.
"'J oAnn, " according , to
Ruggiero, "has led us to four
consecutive NCAA tourna-

BA/ RS return from CanBda
By
Mike Storey
Off we went 92 strong to ski
the slopes of Mt. Orford. Mt.
who? you ask. Mt. Orford, just
outside of Sherbrooke, Quebec
in Canada.
As the bus doors closed on us
that Friday afternoon you could
feel the excitement in the air. The
excitement dwindled somewhat
as we finally reached our destination some seven hours later
just before midnight. After
checking into the La President
Hotel the 92 strong suddenly
split ranks and scurried around
to various hot spots and to enjoy
the downtown nightlife. Some,
however, got some needed rest
for the full day of skiing that
awaited them the next day.
After the 7:00 am wakeup call
for breakfast, one by one the 92
strong drifted down to the. dining
hall for your· basic breakfast of
scrambled eggs and bacon. The
eggs were a little more runny
than usual as puddles accumulated in the pan and the bacon
began to oink.
We reached the slopes at
around 9:00 am, got our tickets,
and the 92 strong were off to
battle this place they call Mt.
Orford. I, myself, got off to a bit
later start as I ran ihto some boot
problems. After remembering
how to buckle them I jumped on
my skis and I was headed for the

Cont. from p. 10

Basketball Tournamen t

four years without (her) in
our backcourt. When she
leaves us this year, she11
leave two shoes that are
going to be awful tough for
anyone to. fill. She's the one
that rr.,kes us go."

grouped now as a whole to
Runge looks forward to
explore the city of Sherbrooke
this NCAA Regional, espeon a repeat performance of the
cially with the thoughts of
night before. Dancing was the
last year's losses to Salem
highlight of the night in various
and Southern Maine fresh in
places called Chez Rene, Carouher memory. At the beginsel, Bogarts and Studio.
ning of the season,·· she
At nights end Scott Gillis can
wanted to "get the monkey
still be heard screaming, "Cynoff our (the team's) back."
thia!" while Renee Shannon was
She could . very well have
taking a French lesson from a
that chance, and could very
couple of locals named Bruno
well lead the Bears to a
and Jacques.
National Champions hip.
The next day the 92 strong
She certainly has given the
drifted more slowly to breakfast
students excitement not
where basically coffee was the
only on the court, but as a
order of the day. When we hit the
student-athl ete as well. She
slopes (more ski talk) the runs
is deserving of the title ef
were a little bit shorter than the
"'All-Americ an", and she
previous day as was the energy.
·will get that honor this
However, the weather sort of
season.
rekindled us as we had two glor1986·1987 Statistics (thru 25 games)
iously. sunny days to enjoy on
this trip. After the day was over
and the ' buses were headed Team Leader in Scoring. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 points avg.
southward back to Bridgewater, Team Le.ader in· Assists ........... ......... 5.5 per game avg.
'you could h~ar a pin drop on Team Leader in Steals ....•....•. ..•..... ~ 3.5 per game avg.
those buses as total physical
exhaustion had finally ·set in.
~********
The positives of the weekend
were enormous. The weather ~
39 Broad Street, Brid1ewater
·and skiing were excellent. No
l'lzza••M C)n.Tues .Wed. S1.lH) eaten there ~
one got hurt and everyone had
13uy any~ l'IZZAI. tet 1 Cttl:l:ll: r!lt:I:
>tan outstanding time coversing in Jf IANl>WI Ctt Sl>IECIA.L: tuna. ham. & turkeYi
French and. experiencing a cul- 2lf
w/ cup ()f l()UP S~.()(>
ture they will not soon forget .. : l:'VIEID't'()-4l' SJ>lfCIAL :
~
Yes, the 92 strong will not Jt.
13ac()n Cheeseb uraer
soon forget. this weekend. At :
C()leslaw. trench fries
l~ast not until next year's excur13.()()
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CAMP COUNSE LORS;
Teachers with interest/backgrou nd in early child- ·
hood needed for new 3 year
olds' program for 6 week
summer day camp. Send
resume to Camp Director,
South Sh~re Natural
Science Center, P.O. Box
429, Norwell, MA 02061.
CAPE COD Summer t~n
tal. Duplex on Seaview
Ave., So. Yar.u1ou~1. 1/4
mile off rte. 28 and 3 I 4 mile
from the beach. Close to
clubs and beaches. Ideal
location for working students. Each side has two
bedrooms (sleeps four), bath
and kitchen/liv ing room.
Summer season is Memorial
Day to Labor Day. All utilities except phone included.
Rental $3800.00 per side.
For info contact Al Williams office 118 Kelly Gym.
FOUND
2/ 18 Wed am in gym lot,
near tracks. Belt-to identify and claim call 697-5174.

Classified
CRUISE SHIP JOBS-:
Domestic & Overseas Now
Hiring: Kitchen Help, Deck
Hands, Maids, and Gift
Shop Sales, Summer and
Career Opport\m ities. If
you're iqteresteci and need
more informatio n, call {2Q6)
736-2972, Ext. C 169.
FOR SALE - SmithCorona manual typewriter.
$30. Call Donna at 6977167. Leave your name and
number if I'm not at home.
DAY CAMP COUNSE LORS: Experience d Natural History / Science
Teachers with creativity in
nature activities and crafts
to work with children ages 4
to grade 4-6. Send resume to
Camp Director, South
Shore Natural Science Center,·P.O. Box 429, Norwell,
MA 02061.
STUD.ENT REP
WANTED to . self -tra:\rel
spring break .. Call 6ll"'.321-

4165.

SPRD(G ·BREAK_, 87
dep.,u ev.ery _week in
March!, Ft.. Laµd~dale ,._309
includi:s R Al.et a:·Hotelfo r
7 days · all t~~- and~ tips! .
Dayton~ S.309 includes· R. &
Jc~ Ii 7 ni~ts _H9tsk. All
Ta~ ·and· )"1ps. Montreal
w~el.':~uds . ~79,~ D~parts
every we~Jsend<F~b.-lday
includes ·koobd TripcMofo r
Co~~h & 2 nights h~el
dire.ctly ciowntow'n°' 'AH
taxes and tip~ For more
·details call 'Dynamic Destinati.Qns ~ 482 Main St.
Malden, 617 324-7735 or
617:.32141.65.

-

HIRING TODAY! TOP
PAY Work at home. No
expe.rience needed. Write
Cottage Industries , 1407~
Jenkins, Norman Oklahoma 73069.
SPRING BREAK ride
needed - to Ft. Lauderdal e
area. Call Rick 697-1934.

Announcements
This April get the BEAT
On April 4th, 5th, I Ith, 12th
(from 9 am-5 pm) and April 15th
(from 6-10 pm), Bridgewat er
State College will be conductin g
a Basic Exercise & Aerobic
Training (BEAT) program. The
cost for this 5-day event is
$65.00. If you would like to
know how to teach aerobic
dance, or if you are currently
teaching, bp.t not certified, this
program is for you. Topics t_o be
covered include sports nutrition,
exercise physiology, anatomy,
kinesiology, injury prevention
and much more. This course is
designed to include informatio n
from IDEA, AFFA and the
American College of Sports
Medicine. For more informatio n
please contact the Office of Continuing Education at 697-1259 or
Linda Marcoux (Departme nt of
HPER) and David Englund
(Departme nt of High School,
Middle School & Adult Education) at 224-6905. All participants must pass a written exam·
and perform an aerobics exercise

routine to receive a certificate.
CPR training is not required,
but it is strongly recommended.
Volunteers are needed and will
be greatly appreciate d.
'

-

+

~
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Concert Ensemble
Musicians needed for Concert
Ensemble ,on Tuesday afternoons at 3:00 pm. All instruments are needed. For more
informatio n contact Prof. Ga11non in Library 333.
Student Talent
Do you play an instrument ?
Do you sing? Would you like a
chance to perform on campus?
The Campus Center Program
Committe e would like to offer
you an opportuni ty to display
your talent to the college community in a variety of programs
sponsored by the Program Committee. If interested, pick up an
applicatio n from the information booth. Applicatio ns will be
accepted for the rest of the
semester and can be returned to
the informatio n booth as well'.
Auditions will be held.

© 19es Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI

"DUH"*
· ~TRANSLATION: A SUPERBLY BREWED: FINE 'rAstlN'G PILSNER BEER.· "
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